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 JBL 110/2 (1991) 271-289

 WEST ARAMAIC ELEMENTS IN

 THE OLD SYRIAC AND PESHITTA GOSPELS

 JAN JOOSTEN
 BP 14, B-1020 Brussels, Belgium

 The attentive reader of the early Syriac translations of the Gospels is con-
 fronted with a remarkable phenomenon: some of the words and expressions
 contained in these Syriac texts are representative not of classical Syriac but
 of other Aramaic dialects. This is all the more surprising because these texts
 had an important status in the society in which they originated.

 The first scholar who came to a clear conception of this phenomenon was
 C. C. Torrey. Collecting not a few of these non-Syriac elements, Torrey con-
 cluded that they point to Jewish and West Aramaic influence.' His view was
 that the West Aramaic elements are due to the fact that the translators of the

 Old Syriac Gospels were Jews from Palestine who wrote Syriac with an
 admixture of Palestinian AramaicY

 A new collection, containing a few items not mentioned by Torrey, was

 provided by M. Black? Black takes an important step forward by pointing out
 the fact that West Aramaic elements appear mainly in words of Jesus and
 similar Gospel material. From this he concludes that the elements go back
 to a West Aramaic source or tradition which influenced the Old Syriac.

 K. Beyer took a different approach.4 On the basis of the lists of Torrey and
 Black he remarked that many of the supposedly West Aramaic elements exist

 also in Official Aramaic (Reichsaramdiisch). In view of this he suggests that
 the original Old Syriac translation was made to Official Aramaic. In the

 C. C. Torrey, Documents of the Primitive Church (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1941)
 245-70. Several scholars had noted the phenomenon before Torrey, without attempting to
 explain it. See esp. E C. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe: I, Text; II, Introduction and Notes
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1904) 39-84 passim; E Schulthess, "Aramaisches,' ZA
 19 (1905-6) 126-34, esp. 132-33. Compare also the early remarks of W Cureton, Remains of
 a Very Antient Recension of the Four Gospels in Syriac (London: Murray, 1858) lxx-lxxiii.

 2 Torrey was followed by P. E. Kahle, The Cairo Geniza (The Schweich Lectures 1941; London:
 British Academy, 1947) 201-2.

 3 M. Black, An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts (3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 1967)
 281-86.

 4 K. Beyer, "Der reichsaramiische Einschlag in den Altesten syrischen Literatur," ZDMG 116
 (1966) 242-54. Beyer has recently reformulated his views on the origin of the Old Syriac
 Gospels, coming closer to the view of Torrey; see K. Beyer, The Aramaic Language: Its Distribu-
 tion and Subdivisions (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986) 36 n. 46.
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 Syrophone area this translation was then, according to Beyer, "syriacized"
 gradually, and an intermediate stage of this process is what we find in the
 Curetonian and Sinaitic manuscripts.

 Every one of these scholars has made some important points, but the
 problem as a whole still requires further study before a solution can be
 reached. The present paper adds to the discussion mainly by adducing some
 data that have previously been overlooked,5 and by building a comprehensive
 model on the foundation of these data, to account for the occurrence of West

 Aramaic elements in the Syriac Gospels.3

 I. The West Aramaic Elements

 Criteria

 It is not easy to draw up watertight criteria for the identification of lin-
 guistically foreign material in the Syriac Gospel text. Ideally one should be
 able to show that a supposedly West Aramaic element (a) is not Syriac, and
 (b) is West Aramaic. However, this first condition is too strict: if a word is used
 in the Syriac NT, it becomes ipso facto a Syriac word which may be used by
 later writers. Workable criteria that take the basic requirements into account
 are the following: (1) A word or expression that occurs in the Old Syriac or
 Peshitta Gospel text but is absent from earlier Syriac literature8 is possibly
 a foreign element adopted in the Syriac Gospel text. (2) A word or expression
 that is used in the Old Syriac or Peshitta Gospels but never in other Syriac

 5 This study deals not only with the Old Syriac Gospels but includes the relevant material
 from the Peshitta Gospels as well. This is justified because the relationship between the Peshitta
 and the Old Syriac is a complex one: the Peshitta is not simply a revised edition of a text of the
 Old Syriac family; it is an independent witness of the early Syriac Gospel text. See M. Black,

 "The Syriac Versional Tradition," in Die alten U(bersetzungen des Neuen Testaments, die Kirchen-
 viiterzitate und Lektionare (ed. K. Aland; Berlin/New York: de Cruyter, 1972) 133.

 6 The following editions have been used: for the Curetonian manuscript (C), Burkitt, Evange-
 lion I; for the Sinaitic manuscript (S), A. S. Lewis, The Old Syriac Gospels (London: Williams
 & Norgate, 1910); for the Peshitta Gospels (P), P. E. Pusey and G. H. Gwilliam, Tetraevangelium
 sanctum (Oxford: Clarendon, 1901).

 7 It is a weakness of earlier studies that criteria for identifying West Aramaic material have
 never been formulated explicitly Because they do not live up to our criteria, numerous elements
 identified as West Aramaic by previous scholars have not been included in our discussion. This
 does not imply that those elements are not West Aramaic, only that it cannot be proved that
 they are.

 8 "Earlier Syriac literature" is, for all practical purposes, synonymous with the OT Peshitta,
 the only sizable Syriac text that antedates the oldest translations of the Greek Gospels. In a
 study entitled "The Old Testament Quotations in the Old Syriac and Peshitta Gospels,' which
 will appear in Textus, I have shown that the OT Peshitta was used by Tatian when he composed
 his Diatessaron, around AD 170. If, as is very likely (see n. 86), the Old Syriac version of the
 Gospels is dependent on the Diatessaron, and thus posterior to it, then the use of the OT
 Peshitta in the Diatessaron automatically establishes that the OT Peshitta is significantly older
 than the Old Syriac (and Peshitta) Gospels.
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 literature, except in places that are clearly dependent on the NT occurrence,

 is probably a foreign element incorporated into the Syriac Gospel text? (3) If
 a word or expression fulfilling conditions (1) and (2) has an exact synonym
 which is the usual Syriac term outside the NT, then the word is probably a
 foreign element incorporated into the Syriac Gospel text. (4) If a word or
 expression fulfills conditions (1), (2), and (3) and is well known, in the required
 sense, from a West Aramaic dialect,' then it is likely that the word is indeed
 a West Aramaic element that somehow penetrated into the Syriac Gospel text.

 The List

 Seventeen elements occurring in the Syriac Gospels, according to the
 criteria of the preceding section, may be regarded as being of West Aramaic
 provenance. The elements are divided in three categories: Fremdkorper,
 Christian loanwords, and Jewish expressions."

 Fremdkorper

 Items 1-12 are forms and expressions that (a) are totally unusual in Syriac
 (in this respect they are unlike Christian loanwords) and (b) have a genuine
 Syriac equivalent (unlike Jewish expressions).

 1. 'b'V2 ("my father"). 'b' occurs in Matt 10:32 C, 15:13 S; Luke 2:49 C;
 John 6:32 C for 6 nxaoip tou. Burkitt noted that 'b' was the normal Pales-
 tinian Aramaic form for "my father" but his idea was that it could be the old

 Edessene (i.e., Syriac) form as well.13 Torrey correctly claimed the form in
 these places as a West Aramaic element.'4 Indeed, "my father" is 'db(y) in the

 9 A group of Syriac texts that has to be considered separately is constituted by the OT
 Apocrypha. At least for some of these the Syriac version seems to have been based on a West
 Aramaic original. Thus one may sporadically encounter West Aramaic elements in the Syriac
 translation of books like Ben Sira, Wisdom of Solomon, and the Five Apocryphal Psalms, see
 nn. 21 and 28.

 10 I have checked the following dialects: (a) markedly Western dialects: Jewish Palestinian
 Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Samaritan Aramaic; (b) Western but representative of
 Standard Literary Aramaic: Aramaic of Targum Onqelos/Jonathan, Aramaic of Qumran (K.
 Beyer, Die aramiiischen Texte vom Toten Meer [Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984]
 500-728).

 1" Cases of orthography and/or phonology have not been included because it is too difficult
 to test their validity. All the cases of presumably West Aramaic orthography occur in S, but that
 manuscript exhibits quite a few orthographical peculiarities that cannot be explained from West
 Aramaic.

 12 In the present study the West Aramaic elements will not be vocalized.
 '3 Burkitt, Evangelion II, 47.
 14 Torrey, Documents, 251.
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 OT Peshitta.'5 In later Syriac too the form is invariably 'db(y). In all four
 places where C or S reads 'b', P has 'db(y), which again shows that this is
 the normal Syriac form. In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, as has already been

 mentioned, 'b' is the regular way to express "my father."' 'b', meaning "my
 father," fulfills all the conditions to be considered a West Aramaic element
 preserved in the Syriac Gospel text.

 2. 'rn' ("coffin"). 'rn' occurs in Luke 7:14 S for -4 a6poq. The word is a hapax
 legomenon in Syriac literature. The usual word for "coffin" in Syriac is
 gliisqdmd, a loanword from Greek (yXTaa6xotov).7 If 'rn' is not at home in
 Syriac, the word is known from Jewish Aramaic sources,'" and it is used in
 the Christian Palestinian Aramaic translation of Luke 7:14.19

 In view of these facts, little doubt can remain that Torrey correctly claimed
 this word as a West Aramaic element in the Old Syriac Gospel text.2?

 3. bhyr' ("chosen"[?]). In John 3:18, where the Greek reads ro5 oovoyeevouS
 utoo o0 O0o0, S has the expression brd bhyr'. In classical Syriac this would
 mean "the tried, approved Son," and the expression is translated in this way
 by Burkitt. Such a meaning, however, cannot be correct. The expression
 certainly means "the chosen Son" (cf. Luke 9:35; John 1:34 .l.). In Syriac
 bhyr' does not have this sense, neither in the OT Peshitta nor elsewhere?'

 The Syriac word for "chosen" is gabya.22 In the West Aramaic dialects bhyr'

 ~5 See, e.g., Gen 19:34; 20:12; 27:12; Deut 26:5. There is one exception, Gen 22:7, where 'b'
 means "my father" It seems that this form is due to influence of a Jewish targum or midrash.
 For the very sporadic instances of West Aramaic elements in the OT Peshitta, see Y. Maori,
 "Midrashic Influence on the Peshitta's Choice of Words" Tarbiz 46 (1976) 212-30 (Hebrew).

 16 See G. Dalman, Grammatik des jiidisch-paltistinischen Aramiiisch (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1905)
 ?14.7.d., p. 90, and ?40.4., p. 198.

 '7 In the OT Peshitta in Gen 50:26, the Hebrew 'ar5n is rendered diipna. However, this word
 is itself a hapax legomenon in Syriac, and there seems to be some doubt about the exact meaning
 of the word ("coffin" or "urn"); see R. Payne Smith, ed., Thesaurus Syriacus (Oxford: Clarendon,
 1879-1897) col. 935.

 18 M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the
 Midrashic Literature (1903; reprint, New York: Pardes, 1950) 123.

 19 For the Christian Palestinian Aramaic version of the Gospels I have used the edition of
 A. S. Lewis and M. D. Gibson, Palestinian Syriac Lectionary of the Gospels (1899; reprint,
 Jerusalem: Makor, 1971).

 20 Torrey, Documents, 256.

 21 In the OT Peshitta the Hebrew word bdhir is everywhere translated gabyd; see esp. Isa
 42:1; 43:20; 45:4. There is one case of bhyr' in Syriac where the word seems to mean
 "chosen" -in the last verse of the third apocryphal psalm (see n. 9). The expression bra bhyr'
 (referring to Christ) occurs in the Acts of Thomas (W. Wright, Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles
 [London: Williams & Norgate, 1871) p. 248, line 12; p. 280, line 6; p. 218, line 16; and in Aphrahat
 (Patrologia Syriaca, vol. 1 [Paris: Firmin Didot, 1894], vol. 2 [Paris: Firmin Didot, 1907], ed. J.
 Parisot), vol. 1, col. 521, line 27. These instances probably depend on the use of the expression
 in the Gospel text.

 22 Gabya is the usual word also in the Syriac Gospels; see Luke 9:35 S; 23:35 PCS; John
 1:34 CS.
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 is the normal word for "chosen.'23

 If our thesis that bra bhyr' means "the chosen Son" is correct, then we have
 here another West Aramaic element preserved in the Old Syriac Gospel
 text.24

 4. hy' (and derivatives) = aTo (and derivatives). The use of the root hy'
 to translate a4)c, and its derivatives is found in practically every chapter of
 the NT and has often been noted65 Burkitt argued that this phenomenon is
 due to the theology of the translators?6 To my mind this is unlikely. However
 close the concepts of life and salvation may be in NT theology, on the lexical
 level they should normally have been distinguished by the translator. Now let
 us consider the following facts.

 In the OT Peshitta the root hy' is never used to render derivatives of the

 root y"', nor of any other root meaning "to save.'27 The OT Peshitta equiva-

 lents of "to save,' "salvation,' and "savior" are prq, pirqdnd, and pdrbqd,
 though a few other roots are used as well. In later Syriac literature too the

 root prq is the normal equivalent of "to save:' Where hayye and mahyana are
 found in the sense of "salvation" and "savior,' this is due to influence of the

 NT. It will be difficult to find a certain case of the verbs hya and 'ahi for "to

 be saved" and "to save" outside the NT.8 On the other hand, in Christian
 Palestinian Aramaic hy' and its derivatives are the regular lexical equivalent

 (used in the OT and NT) of aow and its derivatives09
 In view of these facts, it is fairly certain that this is yet another West

 Aramaic element that was preserved in the Syriac Gospel text.o

 5. twr' ("field"). In Matt 3:4 S we read debgd dtwr', where the Greek has
 iLXt yptov, and in Matt 24:40 S and Luke 12:28 S twr' is used as the
 equivalent of 6 &Tp6q. This word is probably one of the most famous and least

 23 Jastrow, Dictionary, 155; E Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum (Berlin: Reimer, 1903) 24.
 In this connection it is important to note that the root bhr has the meaning "to choose, to select"

 in Jewish and Christian Palestinian Aramaic, whereas in Syriac the root means "to try, to test,
 to examine"

 24 Compare T. Baarda, The Gospel Quotations of Aphrahat the Persian Sage 1 (Amsterdam:
 Vrije Universiteit, 1975) 92.

 25 An excellent review of this phenomenon is given by A. E J. Klijn, "The term 'Life' in Syriac
 Theology":' SJT 5 (1952) 390-97.

 26 Burkitt, Evangelion II, 81-82.
 27 The occurrence of mahydna ("savior") in Isa 25:6 is due to inner-Syriac corruption of

 the text. hy' ("to be saved") is found in Prov 11:31, but it is likely that this verse was taken
 integrally from 1 Pet 4:18 (where we find exactly the same text) by a revisor of the OT Peshitta.

 28 An exception is the Syriac version of Wisdom, where forms of the root hy' are the regular
 equivalent for oaw4t and its derivatives, e.g., Wis 1:14; 6:24; 9:18; 10:4; 14:4, 5; 16:6, 7; 18:7.

 29 Schulthess, Lexicon, 62-63. See especially Jonah 1:6 and Matt 8:25; 14:30, where it can
 be seen that the root is used even where "to save" has a concrete and this-worldly meaning.

 30 Schulthess lists 'ahT ("to save") as a Jewish loanword in the Old Syriac Gospels ("Ara-
 miisches," 132).
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 refutable examples of West Aramaic elements in the Old Syriac Gospels.3
 For "field" Syriac has a number of equivalents: haqld in the OT Peshitta, qritd
 and other words in the versions of the NT and elsewhere. The word twr'

 means "mountain" in Syriac. In Christian Palestinian Aramaic twr' is the
 normal word for "field,"' though it is used also in the sense of "mountain.'"32
 In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic the word occurs with the sense of "field," but

 it seems to be rare.33

 6. ywm ("day" as opposed to "night"). In Matt 12:40, 40 PCS34 we find
 ywmyn ("days") in the phrase "three days and three nights:' The use of the
 word ywm in the expression "x days and x nights" is not regular for Syriac.
 Wherever that expression occurs in the OT Peshitta the word used for "day"

 is 'imdmd.5 It is, in fact, normal practice in Syriac literature to use 'imdmd
 whenever "day" is juxtaposed with "night:'

 When we turn to the Aramaic translations of the OT and their rendering
 of the expression "x days and x nights," the following picture emerges: Targum
 Onqelos and the Peshitta use the word pair 'Imdma-lelyd, whereas the
 typically Western targums, Targum Neofiti, the Fragment Targum, and the
 type represented by the material from the Geniza, use the word pair
 ywm'-lly'. Note also that the Christian Palestinian Aramaic version of Jonah
 2:1 uses the word pair ywmyn-lylw'n (the Peshitta uses 'Imdmin-laylawdn).

 In view of these facts it is reasonably certain that the use of ywm in Matt
 12:40 derives from West Aramaic.

 7. lyt + separate personal pronoun as a negative copula. Luke 24:6 C lyt hui
 harkd 'ellJ qdm leh ("He is not here, but he has risen"). In Syriac the syntagm
 lyt + separate (nominative) personal pronoun is not used as a negative copula,
 that is, to negate the nexus between a subject ("he") and a predicate ("here").
 The normal way to construct a negative nonverbal clause is with la hwd. This
 construction is found in the text of S (and in the parallel texts Matt 28:6 PS;
 Mark 16:6 PS, where C is not extant)?6

 In Jewish and Christian Palestinian Aramaic the syntagm lyt + separate
 personal pronoun is the usual way to negate nonverbal clauses, as can be seen
 from the CPA version of Matt 28:6; Mark 16:6; Luke 24:6: lyt hw k'.37

 31 Torrey, Documents, 265.
 32 Schulthess, Lexicon, 73-74.

 33 M. Sokoloff, A Dictionary ofJewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine Period (in press) s.v.
 34 P has ywmyn in the first half of the verse but 'imamin in the second half; S has 'imamin

 in the first half of the verse and ywmyn in the second half; C has the element in both places.
 35 Gen 7:4, 12; Exod 24:18; 34:28; Deut 9:9, 11, 18; 10:10; Jonah 2:1.
 36 The construction with la hwa is the usual one in the Peshitta and Old Syriac Gospels; see,

 e.g., Matt 2:6 PCS; 19:6 PCS; 20:23 PCS; 22:23 PCS; 23:16 P.
 37 Other examples of lyt + pronoun as a negative copula in the CPA Gospels are Matt 23:16;

 John 4:18; 7:16.
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 All this makes it very likely that C's text of Luke 24:6 contains an instance
 of West Aramaic syntax.

 8. ns' /I nys' ("signs, miracles"). This word occurs in John 3:2 S; 4:48 C and
 12:37 S, where the Greek has yorr . In all these places P has 'atwata.

 Although the OT speaks much about signs and uses many synonyms mean-
 ing "sign, miracle,' the word n(y)s' is never found in the OT Peshitta. In later
 Syriac literature the word is extremely rare and probably dependent on the

 use of the word in the biblical text.38 The normal Syriac word for "sign,
 miracle" is 'dtd?9 A strong additional argument in favor of our view is that
 the word appears as a genuinely Syriac lexeme in the form nitid ("sign, ensign,
 etc.")Po In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic n(y)s' is a regular term for "sign,

 miracle."41
 We can be reasonably sure, then, that n(y)s' is a West Aramaic element

 preserved in the Old Syriac Gospel text.42

 9. 'qi ("to knock [on the door]"). In Luke 11:10 S and 13:25 S we find the
 aphel form of the root nqi in the sense of "to knock (on the door).' In both
 places C and P have the peal. The use of the aphel of nqs is not attested
 elsewhere in classical Syriac. The ordinary word to express "to knock (on the

 door)" is the peal of that root. In Christian Palestinian Aramaic the aphel is

 usual.43
 This evidence makes it fairly certain that the use of the aphel of nq% in S

 is West Aramaic and not Syriac.44

 10. 'r'wt' ~eoxtxa. This word is found in Luke 2:14 S, where the Greek has

 Fi60oxaoc and P sabrd tdbd; C is not extant. 'r'wt' is a hapax legomenon in all
 Syriac literature. The normal Syriac equivalent for 680oxta is sebydan. In
 Jewish Palestinian Aramaic the word r'wt' is well known45

 There can be little doubt that this is a West Aramaic element that was

 incorporated into the Old Syriac Gospel text.46

 11. lRh ("to send someone"). l1h is used in the sense of "to send a person"
 in Matt 10:40 P; Luke 4:18 PS; 10:16 P; John 5:36, 37 PC; 7:29 S; 13:20 S;
 17:23 S; 3:34 S. All these cases speak of God's sending of Jesus.

 38 See Payne Smith, Thesaurus, col. 2389.

 39 This is also the usual equivalent for aor'dov in the Old Syriac Gospels: e.g., John 2:18 S;
 2:23 S; 4:54 S; 6:2 CS; 6:14 CS; 6:26 CS; 6:30 CS; 7:31 CS.

 40 Both the West Aramaic and the Syriac word are loanwords from Akkadian; see K. Brockel-
 mann, Lexicon syriacum (2d ed.; Halle: Niemeyer, 1928).

 41 Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v.
 42 Black, Aramaic Approach, 281.
 43 Schulthess, Lexicon, 128.
 44 Torrey, Documents, 266.
 45 Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v. r'w'. The addition of the prosthetic aleph in 'r'wt' is normal for

 early Syriac; see examples in R. K6bert, Bib 42 (1961) 90-91.
 46 Torrey, Documents, 267.
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 In classical Syriac there are two main verbs that are translated by English

 "to send": gdr (pael) and Vlh. These verbs have different meanings and can

 never be exchanged for each other.7 gdr means "to send a person, a letter,
 a thing, etc." glh is used only when the direct object is the message, e.g., Luke
 7:6 S waglah leh mar(y) la te'mal, "He sent to him: 'Lord, do not trouble
 yourself.'" Therefore, in classical Syriac, Vlh could never be used in the mean-

 ing "to send someone.'48 In West Aramaic the usual verb for "to send,'
 whether a person, a thing, or a message, is glh.49

 It is fairly certain, then, that the use of the verb 9lh to describe God's
 sending of Jesus derives from West Aramaic.

 12. t'brynh Luke 2:35 S walnapsek(y) dilek(y) t'brynh riimha. The form of
 the verb in S is not Syriac, as has been recognized by Torrey.50 It must be
 analyzed as imperfect third pers. fem. sg. + third pers. fem. sg. suffix: "And

 your own soul, a sword51 will pass through it.'52
 In Syriac the accusative suffix pronouns are never attached to the verb by

 the intermediary of a nun epentheticum. The only correct Syriac form is
 t'bryh.53 In West Aramaic the addition of a nun epentheticum between forms
 of the imperfect and a suffix pronoun is the rule.54

 In view of these facts, we must not hesitate to see in this remarkable form

 a West Aramaic element that was preserved in the Old Syriac Gospels.

 Christian Loanwords

 The loanwords that derive from West Aramaic form an integral part of the
 Syriac language. However, the fact that they are not found in the OT Peshitta,
 as well as other indications (for instance, the nonexistence of a Syriac root
 from which they can be derived), shows that they are not originally at home

 47 It is possible that the semantic distinction between the two verbs was obliterated in a later

 period of the Syriac language; however, in the early period to which our texts belong (see the
 following note), the distinction is valid.

 48 When the subject matter is not the sending of Jesus by God, Peshitta and Old Syriac always

 use Mdr (pael) to express "to send (a person)," e.g., Matt 10:5 PS; 10:16 PS; 11:10 PCS; 13:41 PCS;
 20:2 PCS; 21:1 PC; 21:34 PCS; 21:37 PCS.

 49 Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v.; Schulthess, Lexicon, 206-7.
 50 Torrey, Documents, 255-56.
 5' For riimha in the meaning "sword":' see Aphrahat, vol. 1, col. 812, line 15; vol. 2, col. 5, line

 23; and the Crawford Apocalypse, Apoc 1:16.
 52 Burkitt takes t'brynh as a second pers. fem. sg. of the causative stem (a possible way of

 parsing the form if it were Syriac): "And through thine own self thou shalt cause a spear to pass"
 (Evangelion II, 66). However, this is not a satisfying interpretation since it is both at variance
 with the Greek text and altogether peculiar.

 53 See T Nbldeke, Kurzgefasste syrische Grammatik (2d ed.; Leipzig: Tauchnitz, 1898;
 reprint, Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1977) ?185, p. 131.

 54 Dalman, Grammatik, ?76, p. 368; F Schulthess, Grammatik des christlich palastinischen
 Aramiiisch (Tiibingen: Mohr, 1924) ?153.2., p. 78.
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 in the Syriac language but that they were borrowed from another Aramaic
 dialect, probably in the course of the christianization of Mesopotamia.
 Indeed, both of the loanwords listed represent important Christian concepts.

 13. Vlyh' ("apostle"). Throughout the NT this word is the regular equivalent
 of &nt6a0Xooo. However, in view of what was said under (11), lyh ', the passive
 participle of the verb glh, would not seem to be the expected Syriac word for
 "messenger:' Indeed, the word is not found in this sense in the OT Peshitta?5
 In other Syriac literature the word is used only in the specific sense of
 "apostle.' The Syriac words for "messenger" are mal(')aka and, most often,
 'izgadd. In West Aramaic glyh' is the common word for "messenger."56

 These considerations make it very likely that Syriac Vlyh' is of West
 Aramaic origin.

 14. tlmyd' ("disciple"). This word is used as the equivalent of 9xta0oicz
 throughout the Gospels (Old Syriac and Peshitta) and Acts. In other Syriac
 literature it is frequent in the sense of "disciple."' The word is found a few
 times in the OT Peshitta to designate the young man serving a prophet (1 Kgs
 18:43; 19:3; 2 Kgs 4:12, 38, in all places rendering Hebrew na'ar). In these
 places the word probably derives from a Jewish midrash.57 The one instance
 of Hebrew talmfd in the OT is rendered ydlopa, "student," 1 Chr 25:8.58
 Another argument for the foreign origin of this word is that it cannot be con-

 nected to any Syriac root.9 The Syriac root for "to learn, to study" is ylp.
 In view of these facts, it is likely that this word too is a Christian loan from

 West Aramaic.

 Jewish Expressions

 The final three elements share the characteristic that they designate an
 object or a concept that is comprehensible only within the frame of reference
 of Judaism. Though they can be shown to be linguistically foreign to Syriac,
 they often have no exact Syriac synonym (except when the Jewish concept
 was appropriated by Christianity).

 15. 'rmy' ("heathen, non-Jew"). The term 'rmy' is found in John 7:35 CS
 and John 12:20 S, where the Greek had "EXXr~ves. In Mark 7:26 S, 'armaltd

 ("widow") is probably a scribal mistake for 'rmyt'; the Greek has 'E,,Xrlvs.

 55 The word occurs in Job 19:12; however, it is problematic both in the context and as an
 equivalent of Hebrew gadid. Since the two other occurrences of gadid in Job (25:3; 29:25) are
 rendered with hayla ("army"), we may perhaps submit that glyhwhy is a corruption of hylwhy.

 56 Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v.; Schulthess, Lexicon, 207.
 57 For other instances of this phenomenon, see Maori, "Midrashic Influence'
 58 The order of the words "teacher and student" is inverted in the Peshitta.

 59 The Syriac root lmd means "to join:' The taphel and ettaphal stems ("to make/to become
 a disciple") are denominative from talmida.
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 The use of "Aramean" in the sense of "heathen" has usually been explained
 as an inner-Syriac semantic development. It is supposed that when the
 Arameans were christened they started to use their old name to refer to the
 heathen.60 This explanation seems to me intrinsically unlikely, and neither
 does it accord with the actual use of 'rmy' (in the sense of "heathen") in
 Syriac literature. The term is not found in the OT Peshitta, though this may
 be because the concept of "heathen" is not yet explicit in the OT. In later
 literature the usual term for "heathen" is hanpd. The few places where we
 find 'rmy' in the sense of "heathen" in later Syriac literature all stand under
 the influence of the use of the word in the NT.61 On the other hand, the
 designation of the heathen as Arameans is well known from Jewish sources.62

 Although the issue is complicated by the existence of a genuinely Syriac
 noun 'rmy' meaning "Aramean," the term 'rmy' ("heathen") fulfills all the
 conditions for being considered a non-Syriac element preserved in the Syriac
 Gospel text.63

 16. gnt 'dn ("paradise"). This term is found in Luke 23:43 C for Greek 6
 niopd&tLaoo. Although gentd is a Syriac word and 'den is the regular equivalent
 of the place-name "Eden" in the OT Peshitta, the expression gnt 'dn to
 designate paradise is unique in Syriac. In the OT gan 'Wden is translated par-

 daysa da'den wherever it occurs.64 In later Syriac literature gnt 'dn is found
 only in quotations of or allusions to the phrase in Luke.65 The word generally
 used for "paradise" is pardaysa, the word we find in S and P of Luke 23:43.
 In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic gnt 'dn is a well-known expression meaning
 "paradise."66

 These facts make it tolerably certain that this expression too is a West
 Aramaic element preserved in the Old Syriac Gospel text.

 17. tklt' ("tassel"). In Matt 14:36 C and 23:5 PCS, we find the word tklt',
 where the Greek has xpdratreov. It is most likely that xpoianesov refers in both
 these verses to the tassel (or seam?) that each Israelite, according to Num
 15:38, had to wear at the fringes of his garment.

 Though tklt' is a Syriac word, which is used in the translation of Num
 15:38, its use in the specific sense of "tassel" is foreign to Syriac. This sense
 of the word is well known from Jewish sources.67

 60 Payne Smith, Thesaurus, col. 388.
 61 The word is used in the other books of the NT, e.g., Acts 16:1, 3: Rom 1:16. For occurrences

 in later literature, see Payne Smith, Thesaurus, col. 388.
 62 See Targum Onqelos to Lev 25:47; Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v.
 63 See also S. Pines, "Gospel Quotations and Related Topics in 'Abd al-Jabbar's Tathbit,'

 Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 9 (1987) 199.
 64 Gen 2:15; 3:23, 24; Ezek 36:35; Joel 2:3.
 65 E.g., Aphrahat, vol. 1, col. 628, line 9; col. 1037, line 5.
 66 Jastrow, Dictionary, 1045, and esp. Targum Neofiti to Gen 3:24.
 67 Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v.
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 All this shows that tklt' is probably a non-Syriac element preserved in the
 Syriac Gospel text.

 Conclusions

 None of the three texts under consideration, P, C, and S, contains all seven-
 teen of the elements listed. These elements are most numerous in the Old

 Syriac Gospels: nine elements occur in C and S: nos. 1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16,
 17; six elements occur in S but not in C: nos. 2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 12;68 two elements
 occur in C but not in S: nos. 7, 16. This constellation shows that the
 phenomenon of West Aramaic elements is at home in the parent text of C
 and S. The distribution of the seventeen elements supports the usual view
 of C and S, namely, that they are recensions of one and the same Old Syriac
 version, not independent translations of the Greek. The Old Syriac parent
 text of C and S must have contained all of the West Aramaic elements listed

 above. Some of these were then corrected to the equivalent Syriac expression
 by a revisor of S, others by a revisor of C.

 P knows only seven of the West Aramaic elements, all of which are shared
 with at least one manuscript of the Old Syriac. This indicates that the

 elements in P go back to the same source as those in the Old Syriac.69

 II. Evaluation

 The second section of this study is oriented toward the interpretation of
 the facts listed in the first section. The central question is: How can the use
 of these elements in the Syriac Gospel text be explained?

 A Different Syriac Dialect
 or the Translational Process?

 Section I brings evidence for the fact that non-Syriac elements -which are
 known from West Aramaic - occur in the Old Syriac and Peshitta translations
 of the Gospels. Yet on the whole, the vocabulary, grammar, and syntax of
 these texts are representative of the classical Syriac known to us from other
 texts7. An explanation for this that springs to mind first is that the language
 of these versions is not classical Syriac but a Syriac dialect slightly different
 from it. It could be an older stage of Syriac,71 a Jewish Syriac sociolect, or

 68 In the case of 2, 10, and 12, the element occurs in a verse for which C is not extant.
 69 See below on the testimony of the Peshitta.
 70 See the judgments of Ndldeke and Burkitt quoted below, and J. Joosten "The Use of Some

 Particles in the Old Testament Peshitta," Textus 14 (1988) 175-83.
 ~' Burkitt, Evangelion II, 39.
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 a local dialect of an area situated somewhat to the west of Mesopotamia (but
 well east of Palestine).

 The "language-type" of explanation suggested in this section can be
 countered by two general remarks. First, the West Aramaic elements that
 have been listed are often quite exceptional even in the Syriac Gospel text.
 So, for example, lyt (7) is used as a negative copula only once, in Luke 24:6 C.
 In all other places where a negative copula was needed, P, C, and S have the
 normal Syriac construction with la hwa (see n. 36). See also nos. 3, 5, 6, 8,
 9, 10, 11, 12. If these elements were representative of a different dialect, we
 would expect them to be used throughout the Syriac Gospel text. Second,
 the language of the Peshitta and especially that of the Old Syriac Gospels
 have often been praised as very fine examples of good Syriac style72 It is
 doubtful whether such praise would have been expressed if the Old Syriac
 had not been composed in Syriac at all.

 However, the decisive argument against the "language-type" explanation is
 of a more concrete nature. The elements listed above do not occur at random.

 Rather, they represent two significant, partially overlapping groups of
 readings. First, quite a few of the items are important theological terms: 'b',

 "Father" (see Rom 8:15); bhyr', "the chosen"; hy', "to be saved"; ns', lrer
 (an important term in John, where ns' occurs); 'r'wt', etu0ox?t; lh, God's
 "sending" of Jesus; glyh', "apostle"; tlmyd' "disciple"; 'rmy' "heathen,
 non-Jew"; gnt 'dn, "paradise:' Second, it is striking that many of them
 occur in words of Jesus or similar types of direct speech:73 'b', "my
 father"; twr' twice in a word of Jesus (Matt 24:20; Luke 12:28); ywm in
 a word of Jesus; lyt in the words of the angel at the empty tomb; 'q& both
 occurrences in words of Jesus; 'r'wt' in the words of the angels to the
 shepherds; slh in words of Jesus seven of eight times; t'brynh in the
 prophecy of Simeon; gnt 'dn in one of the words Jesus spoke from the
 cross; tklt' in a word of Jesus one of two times. Only the word 'rn' and
 one occurrence of the words twr' (Matt 3:4) and tklt' (Matt 14:36) do not
 come in either of these categories.

 This remarkable profile of the West Aramaic elements is incompatible
 with the view that they are representative of a Syriac dialect slightly
 different from classical Syriac.74 It is quite out of the question that such
 a dialect (be it an older dialect, a Jewish sociolect, or the dialect of a
 different locality) would have had a distinct vocabulary precisely in the
 theological realm. Neither is it clear why a different dialect would find
 expression in words of Jesus and similar material, but to a much lesser

 72 T. Noldeke, Grammmatik, XIII; see also Burkitt, Evangelion II, 39-40.
 73 This phenomenon has been noted by Black, who, on the basis of it, reaches conclusions

 similar to the ones proposed in this article.
 74 The marked profile of the West Aramaic elements occurring in the Old Syriac and Peshitta

 Gospels is also a strong argument for deriving all these elements from one and the same source.
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 extent in other types of context.75 Thus the explanation in terms of language
 type explored above runs into insurmountable problems.

 By the same token, however, the profile of the West Aramaic elements
 shows that it is not by accident that they are found almost exclusively in the
 Syriac translations of the Gospels (as opposed to other Syriac texts). They
 concern theological terms with an important role in the NT, and they occur
 in words of Jesus and other typically NT contexts. Thus both by elimination
 of the "language-type" explanation and by a positive clue, we are led to the
 conclusion that the use of these West Aramaic elements must be explained
 in the framework of the translational process.

 Intention of the Translator or External Influence?

 A second way of explaining the West Aramaic elements in the Syriac
 Gospel text is to view the person of the translator as their source: either
 because the translator was of Palestinian origin,76 or because he wanted to
 imitate Palestinian Aramaic speech, he intentionally introduced these
 elements in his translation.

 This second type of explanation is certainly more in accord with the facts
 than the one explored in the preceding section. Yet it leaves some questions
 unanswered. It is not entirely clear, for instance, why a translator should
 introduce such elements as twr' (5), lyt (7), 'q' (9), t'brynh (12), which could
 only create confusion in the minds of Syrophone readers.

 Beyond this, however, a concrete argument can be brought against this
 type of explanation - namely, the fact that the West Aramaic elements do not
 always exactly match their counterparts in the Greek Gospel text. The most
 important case is bhyr' in John 3:18 S (3). Here the West Aramaic element
 constitutes a unique variant reading not found in any Greek manuscript of
 the passage (or a parallel passage). The expression "the chosen [bhyr'] son"
 is found exclusively in S; all other witnesses read "the only begotten [Lovo-

 yv'i] son.' If we want to make the translator responsible for the word bhyr',
 either we must assume that he was translating from a Greek text reading

 e?xxXt6c, which was later completely lost from the Greek textual tradition,
 or we must view the rendering of ?iovoyev'l by bhyr' as a case of interpreta-
 tion, which would be quite uncharacteristic for the translation technique of
 the Old Syriac.77 Therefore, we must consider the possibility that the element

 75 The last two arguments remain valid even if we suppose that an originally non-Syriac text
 of the Gospels was "syriacized" gradually.

 76 This theory is close to the view held by Torrey; see n. 1. However, Torrey probably did not
 conceive of any intentional activity on the part of the West Aramaic author of the Old Syriac.

 77 Movoyv-q is rendered ihida in John 1:14 C; 1:18 C (S is not extant in both these places);
 3:16 CS; 3:18 C. It is rendered ihidadya when it does not refer to Jesus: Luke 7:12 S (C not extant);
 8:42 CS; 9:38 CS.
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 did not arise as a translation of the Greek at all, but was introduced in the
 text from a different source.

 The use of 'rmy' (15) is different, inasmuch as it is not necessarily a variant

 reading. If "EEXrlv is used in Mark 7:26; John 7:35; 12:20 in the sense of
 "heathen, non-Jew,' then 'rmy' is a correct equivalent. Be that as it may, it
 seems unlikely that 'rmy' is a translation of the Greek; a translator would

 probably have chosen yawnaya, "Greek,' as a more exact rendering.
 The expressions gnt 'dn (16) and tklt' (17) fall in the same category as

 'rmy'. Though they have the same referent as their Greek counterparts, they
 are more specific than the Greek. It is therefore unlikely that they have arisen
 as translations of the Greek text of the Gospels.

 These considerations make it likely that the use of West Aramaic elements
 in the Syriac Gospel text is not due solely to the intention of the translator.
 It seems that the translator, while translating the Greek text, was influenced
 by a source that led him to use these elements in his translation.

 A West Aramaic Gospel Tradition?

 In view of the facts discussed above, I will now argue the following hypoth-
 esis. A West Aramaic Gospel tradition was known to the earliest Syriac-
 speaking church and played an important part in its life and liturgy. The first
 Syriac translator of the Greek Gospels adopted certain elements of this tradi-

 tion in his translation78 We will now examine this hypothesis in some detail.
 1. The postulate of a West Aramaic Gospel tradition known to the earliest

 Syriac-speaking church fits the framework of the early history of that church
 well. Though too little is known about the origins of Christianity in Mesopo-
 tamia, there is a relative consensus about two points, namely, that the roots
 of Eastern Christianity go back to the early second century79 and that the
 earliest form of Christianity, while being quite independent from the Greek-

 speaking church, contained a strong Jewish-Christian element.8o In view of

 78 For an independent Semitic Gospel tradition issuing in the Old Syriac and Peshitta
 Gospels, see S. Brock, "The Lost Old Syriac at Luke 1:35 and the Earliest Syriac Terms for the
 Incarnation," in Gospel Traditions in the Second Century (ed. W. Petersen; Notre Dame: Univer-
 sity of Notre Dame Press, 1989) 117-31 [I have not yet seen this publication]. An additional
 argument is found in P. Schwen, "Die syrische Wiedergabe der neutestamentlichen Eigen-
 namen" ZAW 31 (1911) 267-303, esp. 303; against Schwen, but with insufficient arguments, is
 F C. Burkitt, The Syriac Forms of New Testament Proper Names (Proceedings of the British
 Academy 5; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1912).

 79 See B. Metzger, The Early Versions of the New Testament (Oxford: Clarendon, 1977) 4-10,
 with abundant bibliographical references.

 80 See R. Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
 1975) 4-24, with literature. In the present article, "Jewish-Christian" is used in a general sense
 referring to Christians of Jewish origin. There is no reason to suppose that the form of Jewish
 Christianity known in Mesopotamia was from the start sectarian.
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 this it is a credible hypothesis that Christianity was brought to the East by

 Jewish-Christian missionaries from Palestine or Syria.81
 These missionaries brought with them a form of the Gospel, and since

 both the missionaries and the "missionized" were Aramaic speaking, it is
 extremely unlikely that it was a Greek Gospel book. We may suppose, rather,
 that the Jewish-Christians who first announced the good news in the East
 brought a Gospel tradition in their own West Aramaic dialect. Since the West
 Aramaic dialect could presumably be understood more or less well by Syriac
 speakers, this tradition was received by the Syriac-speaking converts in its
 original form, though it was probably adapted here and there to the Syriac
 dialect.

 2. In the present state of our knowledge it is impossible to attain any
 certainty as to the form of the said West Aramaic Gospel tradition. Burkitt
 thought that the first Syriac-speaking Christians had only the OT in writing
 and knew the NT message only in an oral form2" F. Haase postulated the
 existence of unofficial (and possibly fragmentary) Gospel translations before

 the Diatessaron.83 A third theory, advanced by D. Plooij, Va6bus, and others
 after them, is that the first Syriac-speaking church possessed a Jewish-
 Christian Gospel book in the Aramaic language.84 In the present state of our
 knowledge, these theories can neither be proved nor disproved.5

 3. On the hypothesis proposed above, the early history of the Syriac Gospel
 text could be written along the following lines. The earliest Christian com-
 munity in Mesopotamia possessed a Gospel tradition in a West Aramaic
 dialect. This tradition was not translated into Syriac-first, because the
 western dialect was sufficiently comprehensible to Syriac speakers, and,
 second, because the West Aramaic tradition was considered to be the
 authentic report of events and teachings coming from a locality where a West
 Aramaic dialect was known to be spoken. This Gospel tradition, initially the
 only one known to Syrophone Christians, became an integral part of the
 heritage of the Eastern church. Toward the end of the second century AD the

 81 For what follows, compare also A. V66bus, Studies in the History of the Gospel Text in Syriac
 (CSCO 128, Subsidia 3; Louvain: Peeters, 1951) 14-20.

 82 Burkitt, Evangelion II, 212.

 83 F Haase, "Zur iltesten syrischen Evangelieniibersetzung,' TQ 101 (1920) 262-72.
 84 D. Plooij, A Further Study of the Liege Diatessaron (Leiden: Brill, 1925) 85; V66bus,

 Studies, 20; see also the works cited in A. F J. Klijn, A Survey of the Researches into the Western
 Text of the Gospels and Acts (NovTSup 21; Leiden: Brill, 1969) 2. 5-28. There is at least some
 confusion, both in ancient and in modern literature, about such works as the Gospel of the
 Hebrews, the Gospel of the Nazarenes, and the Gospel of the Ebionites; see W. Schneemelcher,
 Neutestamentliche Apokryphen: 1, Evangelien (5th ed.; Ttibingen: Mohr, 1987). Since none of
 these works has been preserved to this day, it is safer not to attempt to identify the primitive
 Gospel tradition of the Syriac-speaking church with any of them.

 85 Another issue that remains obscure is that of the relationship between the West Aramaic
 Gospel tradition known to the Syriac-speaking church and the Greek canonical Gospels. This
 cannot be discussed in the framework of the present paper.
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 influence of the Greek-speaking church began to make itself felt. Since the
 Greek-speaking church recognized the canonicity of the Greek Gospels only,
 a Syriac translation of these became necessary. However, when such a trans-
 lation was undertaken, the translator did not entirely disregard the older
 tradition of his church. In his translation he adopted some of its West
 Aramaic Gospel phraseology. He followed it especially with regard to
 (a) important theological terms, (b) the exact formulation of Jesus' words and
 similar material, and (c) certain realia typical of the Palestinian Jewish scene
 of the Gospel. In this way certain elements of the primitive Gospel tradition
 were adopted into the first Syriac translation of the Greek Gospels. The Old
 Syriac and Peshitta versions are successive recensions of this first Syriac
 translation of the Greek Gospels. As was demonstrated above, they continue
 to preserve an appreciable number of West Aramaic elements.

 III. The West Aramaic Tradition:
 Tatian's Fifth Source?

 It is widely recognized that the first Syriac version of the Greek Gospels
 was the Diatessaron, the Gospel harmony composed by Tatian around the
 year AD 170.86 This implies that the "first Syriac translation of the Greek
 Gospels," which was influenced by a West Aramaic Gospel tradition, is
 probably to be identified with the Diatessaron.87 West Aramaic elements
 occurring in the Old Syriac and Peshitta Gospels are then to be viewed as
 part of the Diatessaronic heritage in these versions. This view is corroborated
 by several considerations.

 West Aramaic Elements in Diatessaronic Quotations

 No running Syriac text of the Diatessaron is extant today. Our only witness
 to this text is a limited collection of patristic quotations.8 Yet, on studying

 86 Voobus, Studies, 16; Black, "Versional Tradition," 124-28; Nestle-Aland, Novum Testa-
 mentum graece (26th ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelstiftung, 1979) p. 54*". This view is not yet
 generally accepted. I hope to adduce some new arguments in a future publication.

 87 See above under "A West Aramaic Gospel Tradition?" (3). The supposition that the Dia-
 tessaron was composed in Syriac is confirmed by the study of W Petersen, "New Evidence for

 the Question of the Original Language of the Diatessaron,' in Studien zum Text und zur Ethik
 des Neuen Testaments (Festschrift H. Greeven; BZNW 47; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1986) 325-43.

 88 The most important quotations are those found in the commentary on the Diatessaron of
 Ephrem: L. Leloir, Saint Ephrem, Commentaire de 1'Evangile concordant: Texte syriaque (Dublin:
 Hodges Figgis, 1963); and L. Leloir, "Le commentaire d'Ephrem sur le Diatessaron. Quarante
 et un folios retrouves" RB 94 (1987) 481-518. In addition, it is fairly certain that the Gospel text
 used by Aphrahat in his Demonstrations is that of the Diatessaron; see Baarda, Gospel Quota-
 tions; M. J. Pierre, Aphraate le sage persan: Les exposes, Tome 1 Exposes I-X (SC 349; Paris: Cerf,
 1988) 142. A continuous text of the Diatessaron is known only from translations of the work;
 see Metzger, Early Versions, 10-25.
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 the text of these quotations, one finds that the West Aramaic elements that
 occur in P, C, and S appear also in them. This shows that the Syriac text of
 the Diatessaron contained at least some, and possibly all, of the West Aramaic
 elements listed above.

 Considering only the quotations in Ephrem's commentary on the
 Diatessaron (EcD) and those in Aphrahat's Demonstrations (ADem), the
 following West Aramaic elements can be ascertained for the Diatessaron: 'b'
 occurs in Matt 15:13 quoted in EcD 86. hy' and derivatives for "to be saved"
 etc., occur, e.g., in Luke 18:42 quoted in EcD 160; John 10:9 quoted in ADem
 I 145. ywm occurs in Matt 12:40 quoted in ADem I 520. t'brynh occurs in
 Luke 2:35 quoted in EcD 228. gnt 'dn occurs in Luke 23:43 quoted in ADem
 I 628, 1037.

 If not all West Aramaic elements are attested for the Diatessaron this is

 presumably because most of its text remains unknown. The elements that
 cannot be ascertained occur in verses that are not quoted in EcD or ADem.
 The only place where a Diatessaronic quotation does not contain the West
 Aramaic element of the Old Syriac is Luke 2:14, quoted in ADem I 420,

 where we find sabra taba for 6sox?a, and not the West Aramaic 'r'wt' as
 found in S. However, sabra taba may well have been introduced by a cor-
 rector of the Diatessaron instead of a more original 'r'wt'.89 In this case the
 reading shows only that Aphrahat used a revised copy of the Diatessarono0

 One might argue that the elements listed in this section were not part of
 the original Diatessaron but were later introduced in its text under the
 influence of the Old Syriac version. However, in view of the established
 dependence of the Old Syriac on the Diatessaron, it is simpler to suppose the
 contrary: these elements occurred in the original Diatessaronic text, whence
 they were taken over in Old Syriac and Peshitta.

 The Testimony of the Peshitta

 The distribution of West Aramaic elements in Peshitta and Old Syriac
 could easily lead to the view that the West Aramaic elements in P derive from

 the Old Syriac.' However, in two instances P has a West Aramaic element
 in a verse where the Old Syriac contains the usual Syriac word. In Matt 10:40,

 89 See Ortiz de Urbina, "Problkmes exg6etiques dans le Diatessaron de Tatien,' in Symposium
 Syriacum (1976) (Orientalia Christiana Analecta 205; Rome: Pontificium Institutum, 1978)
 99-108, esp. 101-2.

 90 See A. Baumstark, "Zur Geschichte des Tatiantextes vor Aphrem,' OrChr 3 ser. VIII (1933)
 1-12.

 91 See n. 5. In my doctoral dissertation ("The Syriac Language of the Peshitta and Old Syriac
 Versions of Matthew" [Jerusalem: Hebrew University, 1988]), I have demonstrated that at least
 for the Gospel of Matthew there is no direct point of contact between the Old Syriac and the
 Peshitta; all similarities between the two versions stem from the fact that both are based on the

 Syriac text of the Diatessaron.
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 P has man dilhny ("the One who sent me"), employing the West Aramaic 9lh
 (section I, 11); in the same place both C and S have the expected Syriac
 lexeme Wdr (pael). Also Luke 10:16 P 9lhny; CS saddran(y).

 These two instances militate against the view of direct dependence of P
 on the Old Syriac. If the author of P had the Old Syriac version before his
 eyes there was no reason for him not to adopt its text. It is likely, therefore,
 that the Peshitta translator inherited the element in these places from
 another source, which did contain the West Aramaic element in these
 verses?2 Since dependence of P on the Diatessaron can on other grounds be
 demonstrated, it is probably correct to view the text of the Diatessaron as the
 source of this particular West Aramaic element. However, if this is so, then
 it is a small step to suppose that in fact all the West Aramaic elements con-
 tained in P derive from the Diatessaron.

 The Fifth Source of the Diatessaron

 All scholars who have studied the Diatessaron closely have come to the
 conclusion that Tatian must have used, alongside the four canonical Gospels,
 a fifth source. Only by accepting such a hypothesis can certain peculiar
 readings and additions occurring in the Diatessaron be explained. Hugo
 Grotius (t 1645), who was perhaps the first to mention the problem of the
 sources of the Diatessaron, suggested that Tatian might have used a Semitic
 text of the Gospel of Matthew alongside the Greek text of this Gospel?3 This
 view has been advocated strongly once more in our century. First D. Plooij,

 then A. Baumstark, and following him C. Peters, A. V66bus, L. Leloir, and
 A. F. J. Klijn have argued that Tatian, in addition to the four Greek Gospels,
 made use of a Jewish Christian Gospel (related to Matthew) when composing
 his harmony?4 A different position is defended by J. H. Charlesworth, who
 suggests that Tatian took material from a variety of sources and worked it into
 his Gospel harmony?5 Finally some scholars tend to minimize the impor-
 tance of the apocryphal element of the Diatessaron: Tatian may ad hoc have

 92 It is not likely that the author of the Peshitta introduced any West Aramaic elements on
 his own initiative: the general picture in P is one of purging West Aramaic elements and
 replacing them with genuine Syriac expressions. Neither is it probable that the Peshitta version,
 produced at the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth century, was directly influenced
 by a West Aramaic tradition.

 93 H. Grotius, Opera Theologica, Tomus II, Volumen I, continens annotationes in quatuor
 Euangelia & Acta Apostolorum (Amsterdam: J. Blaeu, 1679) 4-5.

 94 Plooij, Further Study, 84; A. Baumstark, "Die syrische Ubersetzung des Titus von Bostra
 und das << Diatessaron >>" Bib 16 (1935) 257-99, esp. 289-99; C. Peters, "Nachhall ausserkano-
 nischer Evangelienuiberlieferung in Tatians Diatessaron," AcOr 16 (1938) 258-94, esp. 293;
 Vo66bus, Studies, 19-20; L. Leloir, "Le Diatessaron de Tatien," L'Orient Chretien 1 (1956) 208-31,
 313-34, esp. 317; A. F. J. Klijn, "The Question of the Rich Young Man in a Jewish-Christian
 Gospel"' NovT 8 (1966) 149-55, esp. 154f.

 95 J. H. Charlesworth, "Tatian's Dependence upon Apocryphal Traditions":' HeyJ 15 (1974) 16.
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 adopted certain readings or additions, which were perhaps contained in
 manuscripts of the canonical Gospels or circulating in oral tradition?6

 However this may be, the basic consensus is that Tatian used a fifth source
 alongside the four canonical Gospels to compose his Gospel harmony. This
 is consonant with our hypothesis. IfTatian used a West Aramaic Gospel tradi-
 tion that was in use among Syriac-speaking Christians of his time, then that
 tradition may be viewed as the source of the peculiar readings and additions
 that are traced back to the Diatessaron by modern research.

 Tatian's Motivation for Using a Fifth Source

 The Diatessaron was a very meticulous arrangement of the Gospels.?7 It seems that Tatian treated the Gospel text so carefully because his purpose
 was to produce a canonical writing: he wanted to give a Gospel to the Syriac-
 speaking church. This view finds full confirmation by the fact that the Diates-
 saron functioned as the unique and canonical Gospel text of the Eastern
 church until the fifth century?8

 In light of this, the question arises why he used an apocryphal fifth source.
 By using such a source he would unavoidably deviate further than necessary
 from the canonical Gospels. In the framework of our hypothesis this question
 may now be answered as follows: for Tatian, and for the community for whom
 he was writing, the fifth source of the Diatessaron was not apocryphal but had
 canonical status. Tatian accepted the testimony of the source because it
 represented the Christian heritage of the Syriac-speaking church. In other
 words, Tatian recognized the canonical status of the Greek Gospels and
 decided to compose a Syriac version of them, but at the same time he wanted
 to preserve the Gospel tradition of the Syriac-speaking church. In order to
 achieve both ends, he created a harmony integrating in one Syriac Gospel the
 four Greek Gospels, which he translated in the process, and the West
 Aramaic Gospel tradition, which he preserved in its original text form?9

 96 Klijn, Western Text, 22-26.

 97 Metzger, Early Versions, 11-12.
 98 See A. Hjelt, Die altsyrische Evangelieniibersetzung und Tatians Diatessaron besonders in

 ihrem gegenseitigen Verhiiltnis untersucht (Leipzig: Deichert, 1903) 16-75.
 99 For the same reason, that is, reverence for the customs of the Syriac-speaking church,

 Tatian used the OT Peshitta in OT quotations in the Gospel text; see my forthcoming article in
 Textus (see n. 8).

 I wish to thank Prof. J. C. Greenfield, who read an earlier draft of this paper and made many
 helpful comments. Prof. M. Sokoloff has kindly let me use his dictionary of Jewish Palestinian
 Aramaic in prepublished form (M. Sokoloff, A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the
 Byzantine Period [in press]). Dr. J. Lund has corrected my English style.
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